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Introduction

Suppose that U and V are bounded symmetric operators on a Hubert space H,

and suppose that UV — VU = (i/n)P, where P is a projection onto a one-dimen-

sional subspace of H. Assume, further, that the smallest closed invariant subspace

of V containing the range of P is H itself. Under these conditions it is known

through the work of Xa-Dao-Xeng [13] and C. R. Putnam [14] that both U and

V have absolutely continuous spectral resolutions. We are able to achieve a much

more detailed analysis of the situation, and we will show how it is possible to ex-

plicitly construct a complete diagonalization of V from that of U, i.e. we find all

the invariant subspaces of V.

The result is equivalent to the construction of the generalized eigenfunction

expansion associated with the (symmetrizable) singular integral operator

LxiX) = AiX)xiX) 4- —. P f J^t>xip)dp
nl       Ja    P — X

having bounded measurable real coefficients AÍX) and fc(A). Accordingly, the main

point of the present work is to extend the author's previous results giving the

explicit diagonalization of singular integral operators of the above and related

forms when the coefficients AÍX) and /c(/l) are differentiable [11](3).

In order to achieve this end, we shall describe a method, which seems to be new,

for constructing the absolutely continuous part of self-adjoint operators and

their associated Direct-Integral-Diagonalizing-Hilbert spaces in terms of an

object which we will call a splitting form.

1. The case of simple multiplicity. Let Jf be a Hubert space and let the

self-adjoint operator L defined on 2/f have simple multiplicity.   By definition,
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there is a vector k e Jf such that vectors of the form /(L)fc, where /(v) is a Borel

function defined over the spectrum of L, are dense in ¿f.

Let Ex denote the spectral resolution of L, then

Theorem 1. If L is absolutely continuous, i.e. if the set function ¿i(A) = | £a^||2

is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, then the operator

¿f on ¿f defined on those elements of $P that can be written as finite linear

combinations q = Za,(^ ~ 0J¡)~1k  by

** = A -«7*lim (?' E(L - *+ ir,ri - (L - ^ -in) "*]*).
2ni   pkiÇ) „l0

where

«B-il^E

ohí¿ through closure everywhere else, gives a spectral representation for L. That

is, if g = fíL)k, then ¿fg = f so that

f(L)k =  f yfiL)kiv)dEX
Ja(L)

The proof is a simple consequence of the Hubert resolvent identity. We first

establish

Lemma  1.

y(L - coYlk = (M - cdj-^k,

where coÇoiL), and M denotes the operator of multiplication by the spectral

variable of L.

Proof. Let us note that

ÍL-^iny'íL-coT1 =(l±_inç);™rj2[ÎL-Ç±in)-1-ÎL-œ)-1]

so that

yiL-vrm-^çJ^^m

+ HL-^-in)-1k,kj]

In
+    a ti\ lim /-ht-;—r((L - œ) lfe'fe)-

Since co $ o(L), the limit of the last term is zero, and only the second term remains.
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However,

ÍÍL-C+ iriT'Kk) +((L- { - iny'Kk)

=   Í (-J—- +-1—t\ ßk(v)dv

and since j„ßkiv)dv — | k |2, a theorem of A. Plessner [5] shows that this ex-

pression has a finite limit almost everywhere, and hence the lemma is established.

It follows from the lemma and the easily established fact that ifkitj) = 1, that

y(L — co)'1^) = l/(£ — co). The spectral theorem then shows us that Sf, con-

sidered as a transformation from ^ to L2idp) preserves the norm of any finite

sum of the form : Z a¡ÍL — co¡) ~' k. Accordingly, Sf can be uniquely extended to an

isometric transformation defined on all of #f, which we again call S?.

To conclude the proof of the theorem we must establish that SffiL)kiÇ) = /(£)

for arbitrary /( • ) e L2idu).

Since the continuous functions are dense in L2(dp), this result will be established

if we can show that it is possible to choose a sequence {co¡} of complex numbers

for which finite linear combinations of the functions {l/({ — co¡)} are dense in

the continuous functions with respect to the L2(du) norm. For this purpose we

recall that S. N. Bernstein [6] has shown that any continuous function can be

uniformly approximated by such sums (plus a constant) over the whole real axis.

Thus, if g(Ç) is a continuous function, then (£ — co,)giÇ) is also continuous; and

we can choose constants {Bk} so that

max
-oo<£<oo k = l   S ~ £0t

<e

for some N, and thus there are constants {Ck} such that

max
- 00 <£< 00

git)

N

z
».I Q~(ok

a<

Hence,

-oo    I *-l    C   -  <*>k

dpíí) < s s:

|{-û>i
dKO

í-co,\>

= £2||(L-co1)~1fe||2.   q.e.d.

Theorem 2. Consider the manifold M in L2idp) of finite linear combinations

Zfl¡/(^ — co,). Define &for geMby

¿nl    «JO   Ja(L)

X)-Ha-in,X)
ßAO

giOdpiZ),

where (L — /) 1k = H(l,X), and by closure everywhere else. Then y=£f 1.
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Proof. It suffices to show that ^"(£ — co) 1 = Hico, X). But, since <r(L) is closed

and the resolvent of L is continuous on the complement of o(L), we can write

rta-)--hB»r a-í r i ■—h-]dEVK.\Ç-(o}       2ni Bi0 J-nÇ-co Ja(L) \_v-C-in      v - { 4- in J

If we make use now of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem for vector

valued measures [2, p. 328], by first writing the dÇ integral as the limit of integrals

from — N to N and then writing each of these integrals as a Riemann sum, and

finally exchanging the two limits with the dEJc integration, we will have

«f=-i— ) =^rlim   f    dEvk  f °
i

1

Ç - in     v - Ç + in

A standard estimate shows [7, p. 445] that we can invoke the scalar dominated

convergence theorem and the Plemelj-Privalov [5] theorem to get

yy /    1   \      C   dEkJ_Vim   ['  ¿f    [

-/ Ja(

£-in      v-Ç + in ]

dEJc

,v — CO
= Hico, ■ ).       q.e.d.

Ja(L) '

Remark. The above theorem tells us that the transformation inverse to £fk is

given by the complex conjugated kernel (as expected). It is, however, possible to

to express SPk and Sfk 1 in another and far more useful way ; namely,

ykf(0 = _   1   1¡m   f FkiLX+in)-m,X-itj)m dk
ö"   «40 J

where, by definition,

2?"   »m J A©

This is immediate(4) since

-^-. lim    f ¿^ (-3T—--f—— W(A)<U
2t"  ,|o   J \s — X + in    s — X—inj

2w¿     k \ ,™    J   \s - A 4- i^     s - A - it? J j f(

= PJiQ.

This formula expresses the equality

F&, X + iO)- Fki£, X - iO) = Ht(i 4- ¿0,2) - H& - iO, X).

(4) This was shown in a rather complicated way in I.
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2. Higher multiplicity. If L is not simple, we can decompose JF into pairwise

orthogonal invariant subspaces 3fki, determined by a choice of vectors {kj}, on

each of which L is simple. Note that it is an easy consequence of the Hubert

resolvent identity that Sf }{3tf © Jtfj) = 0 when Sf ¡ is extended to all Jf.

Definition. We define the bilinear splitting form associated with a self-adjoint

operator L by

Ptlf,g] = éï lim (¿KL- í - O)_I-íl- í 4- i»?)-1]^).
27ti   Bi0

Theorem 3.

m(()

P¿f,¿]= £  (^/)«)(^)(0/J/{) = ̂ (V,g),
j = i °ç

wftere m(^) denotes the spectral multiplicity of t,eo'L), and P^_f,g] vanishes

when f or g belongs to the orthogonal complement of the domain of the abso-

lutely continuous part of L.

To prove this theorem we choose the sequence {kj} to give a minimal Hellinger-

Hahn decomposition of Jf = Z© $Pkl. Then we use the Plemelj formula and the

fact that the projections P¡ onto 3^ki sum to the identity, commute with L, and are

orthogonal.

Specialization to the case that 2F = L2iR).

Definition. Let us define the splitting kernel of L to be

P¿.x,y) = P(
).
1_L_1=1Í£  -i_M
-x' X-y ]      dÇ \   (  X-x   X-yj

when x and y are not real. Then, if we let

*i
1_\       FjjÇ,x)

ßj(0

we will have, by Theorem 3 :

P¿x,y)-L m

Lemma. Fji£,x) was really defined as a one-parameter family of vectors

L2idpk). We assert that it is possible to construct a function of'¿j, Fji£,x) with the

property that £;(£, x) — £,( • ,x) when considered as a vector in L2idpk), while

for almost all fixed £,, F'jiÇ,x) is analytic in xfor Imx # 0.

Proof. Gelfand and Kostjutschenko [12] have shown that if L is a self-adjoint

operator in L2iRN), then the functional dE^k/dp^) exists for almost all £ as a

continuous linear functional on a space <J>, formed from the infinitely differentiable
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square integrable functions, (j) on E" under the norm \\4>\\, = max ( ¡ Dtp \ M(A)),

where ( | X, ••• Xn|)I/2/M(l) is square integrable, while D = d"¡dX, •■•dX„.

It suffices to take MQJ) = F]?=1(l -f- l^l)372"1"8 with e > 0 when JT = L2(R").

Then we will have || ["I(A¡ — z¡)_1 |«, < °°- ^ut the definition of Fki£,z) given

above and the Plessner L1 version of the Plemelj-Primalov formulae show that fo

fixed x

almost everywhere in £. Thus, our assertion follows if we take

«^-SBÍ*1* ñ (¿r í^>
i. e. if we apply the continuous linear functional dldÇE(k to the indicated element

in its domain of continuity. Since

3    "        1
< 00,

o,

^-róaéMsr&Jlrb;)'
a.a. £ and the assertion is proved.

We henceforth drop the prime on F'ki£, z).

Definition. We define the 7th Determining Function of L, by

WW-i-¿((L-0-Vrr7).

where / £ <x(L) and Im z ^ 0.

The Plemelj-formula then gives us :

Fit, z) = £(£ 4- (0, z) - £(£ - ¿0, z)       a .a. £ e <r(L) V z

with Im z # 0.

Now we turn to

3. The direct integral representation space Jf*. The aim of the present

section is to construct a new direct integral space JP*, isometric to $P, which

diagonalizes L. pf * will be a space of analytic functions.)

By working in this space it is rather simple to recover the essentials of the

Hellinger-Hahn [10] multiplicity theory, and in particular to give an apparently

new characterization of the spectral multiplicity function [10], m(^), of L.

Finally, we will show how to construct an ordered set of generalized eigen-

functions {a)j(£, A)} with the property that co'ji£,X) s 0 for j > m(£).
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We now work with a decomposition sequence {k¡} which is not necessarily

minimal.

Let {<p„} be a complete orthonormal set in ¿f, and let p„ÍO= | ££</>„ [|2. Let

a„a2, ■■■ be a sequence of positive numbers with Zfl« < oo. Then oítj) = ZaB/íB(í)

is equivalent to Lebesgue measure since a > p„, Vn [10] and each set of Lebesgue

measure zero has pn measure zero. o-(<¡;) has the useful property that j-^doi^) < oo.

The function P¿x, y) is obviously a positive matrix function and may be re-

garded as the reproducing kernel [9] of an associated Hubert space <?f ̂ generated

from the finite linear combinations of the form

git,x)= Z atP4(x,^)
k=l

with the inner product

m

((£,#'))= Z oi^P^Vt, yt).
k = l

The Hubert space Jiff obtained by taking the closure in the norm to-

pology derived from this scalar product is characterized by the property that

hiy) = iihix), P(ix, y))) for all h(y) e *{.

This reproducing property of the kernel P¿x, y) in turn enables us to conclude :

Lemma (a). The nonidentically zero £j(¿,z)/()5/í))1/2= G/¿,z) form a

complete orthonormal set in ^f^.

Proof.

GkiLy) = iiGkit,x), IlGjit,x)Gjit,y)))
j

=   lGjit,y)iiGkit,y),Gjii,x)))
j

and

HGk,G{)) =   Z ÍÍG^GMíG^Gj))
j

so that

|G*1*«  =   £ \HGj,Gk))\2.
j

Thus HGj, Gkj) = 0 if j # k, while the first relation of the proof implies that

|| Gki£) |2 "■ 1 when Gfc(£) is not a null-vector, q.e.d.

We will see below that the dimension, m(£), of Mf^ is the spectral multiplicity

function of L, i.e., the function entering the definition of the von Neumann direct

integral space associated with L [10].
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We form a new Hubert space Jf *. The elements of #P* are (the equivalence

classes of) those functions gi£,z) that can be written g(^,z)= Z «,-(£) G;(<j;, z),

where each ajiÇ) is measurable with j Z | a/<D \2doitj) < oo, and the scalar product

in ^f * is given by

Gr,s') = J,Za/É)¿Ko dt*®.

Theorem 4. ^f* ¿s the direct integral [10] q/" the ^f4 wi'2/i respect to a, i.e.

3tf*= S®jr(doiÇ).

Proof. For fixed £, we write g(£, z) = gz(£) when g(£, z) e ^f*, and we set

gi£,z) = J" gz(0(^c(i))1/2- We call such functions summable, and ask: are there

any other functions satisfying the two requirements :

(1) For every cr-summable g(^), ((/(£)>#(£)) is f-measurable.

(2) If || fiO |>e is a-measurable, then  J|/({) |*t doiQ < c»?

Since the two requirements (1) and (2) characterize the summable functions,

a negative answer to the question will establish the theorem.

Suppose that /(£) 6 Jf { and satisfies (1) and (2).

Now, since /(«e^; /(0= !fjiOGj(t,z) where Z|/,(ö|2 < <*>, and if

git) e ¿Fç we have

(if(0,gim=Zfj(ï)gJO-
However, since this must hold for all g(£, z) of our form, including that g(£, z)

with

f 1       J = k,

gjM =
10       j # fe,

we can conclude that //£) is measurable. But J ||/(£) ||¿,í^°"(í) < °o if and only if

J* Z|/B(£)|2^°~(£) < °°- Thus we have chosen a definition of summability which

implies that Jif* = j © Je^daü).

Theorem 5. at* is isometrically isomorphic with 3tf and furnishes a spectral

representation for L.

Proof. Let fe^C, and define /(£, z) «-+/ by

/(¿,z)= z^/o§)1/2 yjfiS)Gjit,z).

We see that

||/(f, z) f*... j Z | ¿yco 12dpj = ||/¡|*.,

while, on th   other hand, if git, z) = Zjg/O G, (£, z) e:^*, we have
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C \     ,_ /   1     da \1/2|2     ,_ .     , „

= J lg/öte^i  ! *»xo<^    7 = 1,2,-,
and thus can form

^'(«-»(TOirf )-'"*'
and/=Z/,-.

Since Jf * is the direct integral of the .3^, it is possible to choose(5) a family

of functions 3>i(¿;,z), <1>2(<!;, z), • • • m ^* with the property that they form a

complete orthonormal set in Jí?i.

It is then easily seen (by the preceding remark) that the distributions

co'AZ,X) = ¿(*Xi.^ + ¿o) - <J>r(U - ¿o))

form an ordered set of generalized eigenfunctions.

In this way we can recast the multiplicity theory of Hellinger-Hahn in terms

of eigenfunction expansions.

4. Commutators and singular integrals. Let U and V be bounded symmetric

operators on a Hubert space Jf, and suppose that UV — VU = ii/n)P, where P

is a projection onto a one-dimensional subspace of Ji?. Assume, further, that the

smallest closed invariant subspace of U containing RÍP), the range of P, is JÍ?

itself.

Let Êk denote the spectral resolution of U, and take e e R(P) so that Px = e(x, e).

Set o~ÍX) = (Êke, e), X e [a, b] = o(U). It is known that er(A) is absolutely continuous

[13], thus if W denotes the diagonalizing transformation of U (constructed, for

example, by the method embodied in equation (1)) we will have We = le L2(da).

Now Xa-Dao-Xeng [13] has shown that

lfm 1 WVW -1 f(A) = A(X)X(X) + —. P f   fc^M dp,
1 m     Ja    t¿ —X

where k(u) = a'(p) is essentially bounded, and ^l(A) is a real bounded measurable

function obtained by setting

q(X) = WVW'leL^da) and A(X) = Re[q(X)].

(5) A proof of this assertion is given in Theorem 1 of [10], the method is to choose a complete

orthonormal set it 3? * and then to orthogonalize its projections in each J#J by Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization.
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Now we return to the construction of the invariant subspaces of V.

5. Singular integral operators with bounded measurable coefficients. In this

consider

Lx(X) = A(X)x(X) +ip [bmx^x(p)dp.
*» Ja       P~ X

L is a self-adjoint operator in L2(da) and a symmetrizable operator in L2(a,b);

note that a very slight modification of the results to be obtained will suffice for

the reduction of

~,(X)k2(p)x{fi)d^

:P:bm^LX(U)dfl>

ippM
7"      Ja        r

where A(X), k,(X), k2(X) are bounded real and measurable, and for the reduction of

m    Ja     p-X

where <p(X) is bounded and measurable on [a,b].

We may assume that k(X) # 0 a.e. on [a, b].

The operator L, defined above, considered as an operator on L2(R), is not

self-adjoint. Hence, the theory developed in §§2 and 3 can not be applied directly.

However, L, is symmetrizable [15]. If we set

LsxW = A(X)x(X) + 1 pf^^W^^MA))^
m    Ja p — X

then

with a corresponding simple relation between the unitary transformation U

diagonalizing Ls and the nonunitary transformation W diagonalizing L, ; namely

,1/2

W = u(^)

The form of the diagonalizing transformation for such nonsymmetric singular

integral operators (with smooth coefficients) was already given in I, and we can

easily see from the preceding sections in what sense symmetrizable operators on

L2(R) in general possess generalized eigenfunction expansions.

We now turn to the task of analyzing the operator L, above. This operator is

self-adjoint in L2ido), and we may apply the theory of §§ 1-3 except that we

replace all scalar products in L2(R), by scalar products in L2(do).

Assume, for the moment that the coefficients A(X) and k(X) are smooth and

satisfy the hypothesis of I. Then we will have the
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Lemma.

E(l,z) - 1 ■ ~ i(L- /)"1[2/c(A)], j-~\ L2(do)

= expi-i-   flog  A(p)-l-k(p) Jp_\_
eXP\2ni J. ,0g   A(p)-l + k(p) p-z)

where

= É(l,z)-l,

.     .        1        A(p) - v - iO - k(p)
g(v,u) = —arg

n    6 A(p) -v-iO + k(p) "

Proof. By the representation theorem on p. 118 of I and a result on line 16

of p. 112 of I we see that (using the notation of that reference)

^0(2fc(A)) = B(i),   ^0 (Ä)  =
*■«,*)

B(0/21/2

where B(!j) > 0 a.a. £, e o(L). Thus, using the fact that Sr° furnishes a spectral

representation of L on the smallest invariant subspace of H containing k(X),

we have

where £(£, z) = Ê(£, 4- ¿0, z) - £(| - ¿0, z).

Thus, the lemma is proved for smooth coefficients. In fact, however, the lemma

is true if the coefficients are only bounded and measurable, as will become clear

from the approximation argument carried out below.

Let us choose A("\X) and fc(n)(A)eC1(a,b), satisfying the hypothesis of the

representation theorem of I and such that

lim  f  |A(n)(A)-^(A)|2dA4-   f  |fc(n)(A)-fc(A)|2dA = 0.
n-*oo Ja Ja

Thus, the operators

Lin)xiX) = AwiX)xiX) + X P  (bJ^^xiß)dfi
m      Ja  P — X

fulfill the requirements of previous work, and determine a sequence of splitting

kernels Pwix,y).

We will show that the limit operator L has an absolutely continuous spectrum,

and the above sequence of splitting kernels not only converges—but converges

to the splitting kernel of the limit operator.

The results of the previous section show that this result corresponds to the

complete diagonalization of L.
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Theorem 6.

Um PfXx, y) = P¿x, y),     a.a. { e a'L ), Im x, Im y ^ 0.
«->oo

The proof rests upon certain identities which we exhibit in the form of a series

of lemmas.

Lemma. _

where

P(»VXV)_ ¥ Friï,x)FÏ\è,y)

F<">({,*) = Ewit + iO,x) - Ewit] - i0,x),

and XfXö is thejth root ofF\"Xí,x), while the ßfXO are certain positive quanti-

ties which will be given later.

Proof. This lemma is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 of this paper

and the representation theorem of I.

It is possible to derive another expression for the approximate splitting kernels,

and we turn now to this task. We may set

w u2näzl = 1  f*        A<"Xp)-t-iO-k"ip)    dp
ë 11 SipiO - z   '    n  Ja     ë A^íp) - Z - i0 4- fcWfji) p - z

since the hypothesis of the representation theorem of I imply that there can be at

most a finite number of intervals, m(£), of p, [T^"XO>sfXO]> for each £,ea(Lj)

for which the "index function"

l_     Awjp) - { - »0 - fcw(0 _
n &XgA<-nXp) - £ - tO + #">({)  "

Then, if we define Tw (v, z) = T\ [Tf\v) - z] and S(n)(v, z) = ]T [Sf (v) - z], and set

of « Y ,A r(v,x)S(v,j;)-r(v,v-)S(v,x)
W»x>y)      [S(v, x) - T(v, x)] [S(v, y) - T(v, y)]

we get(6)

x-yö   w,ac,w        7    y-A/")(0   x-A/")©

1

Z   [ii">(0-s»(0]
i

(6) These notations were developed in I.
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where the simplicity of the poles A/£) follows from: S?XO = 7?°(0 = S2n)(0

= — S^ß) = r/n)(0, as does the positivity of the residues /*/£)•

Now, using the representation theorem of I again, we see that the quantities

ßf^iO of the preceding lemma are given by

1
ß[°XO =

Z   [Tf(0-Sf(0]j

Lemma.

i

ftXO =- ̂P-,       l<Juni®.

Pfix,y) = E(nXt + ¿0,x)£<">(£ - i0,y) - £<">(£ - i0,x) £<">(£ 4- i0,y).

The proof follows from the identity(7)

Ô(n)(£,x,y) £<">(£, x) £<">(£, y) = £<">(£ + ¡0, x) £<">(£ - i0,y)

-&"Xi-iO,x)E<*>iC + i0,y)

which, in turn, comes from the representation

which implies that T{,,)(v,z)E(,,)(v 4- ¿0,z) - S(n)(v,z)£(,,)(v - i0,z) = 0.

Now, by this lemma we have

limP^x.y)
n-*oo

= lim !£(n)(£ 4- tO,X)E<n\Z - i0,y)- £(n)(£ - ¡0,x) £<">(£ 4- ¿0,y)l .

Thus, the heart of the theorem is found in the

Lemma.

lim lim £(n)(£ ± in,z) = lim lim £(n)(c; ± in, z)
,|0    n->oo n-»co   »JO

for Ç e R, and Im z # 0.

Proof.

T(n)(v,z)       rfv_

/

,     w.» ,   x       If,     T(n)(v,z)       <iv

1     f00    p        /i4wQt)-v-iO-fcwO<)\
= 2**i  J_œ  1 arg U(nV)-v-i04-fc(")(^) jp

(L«)

'^(AO-v-rO-k'"'^) \    ¿^      dv

Z    V — /

Let us take the n-limit first. Since the function

(?) Proved in I.
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'¿(n)(p)-viO-fc(n)(p)/Awip)-viO-kwjp)     \

arg \ A^Xp) - v - /0 4- k<nXp) )

is bounded by n independently of n, we can use the Lebesgue dominated con-

vergence theorem to pass the limit on n underneath the double integral. Then,

using the Plemelj formula, we can take the rç-limit to get

"■       J-coJa

(A(p)-v-iO-k(p)^   dp

\ Aip) — v — ¿0 4- kip) ) p — z    v — z

_1   f*
n   Ja

/Ajp)-l;-iO-kip)\   dp

8   \AÍp)-Z-iO + kÍp))p-z-

Let us now evaluate the result of interchanging the order of the limits. If we

take the limit on n first we set

ÍAWÍP) - v - ¿O - k(nXu)\   dp        dvIpT f   arJ(^"V)-v-'-o-fc("V)\
n      J -oo Ja ë l A("Xl¿) - V - iO 4- /i(B)(p) ) p — z    v — z

+ ±   fare   (Awjp)-Z-fO-k™in)\   dp.
- n  I      8   UW00 -«- »+ ¿«Oí) j p - z •

But the finite Hubert transformation is a bounded operator in L2ia,b) [17].

Hence, we can take the limit in n underneath the integrals to get the same result

as before, q.e.d. Thus, we have shown that

lim   lim   P({Xx,y)
n-»co      i/J.0

lim lim
TJ10    7|-*00

(¿^-i-Kl-'-i-'-iti.)-'^)

and the theorem will be proved if we can show that

Lemma.

lim (L<"> - ly1 yi- = (L, - If1 -5-1-,    ImZ # 0.
n-»oo A ~ y á — y

Proof. The Carleman solution theory [16] for singular integral equations

reduces the solution problem to solving a Hubert barrier relation in the complex

plane. It suffices to consider the unsymmetric operator L now rather than Ls.

By the standard solution theory we get, for g(X)eL2(a,b)

(L(n) - ly'giX) = £(n)(/, A 4- i0)R(n)(/,A 4- iO) - Ew(l,X - iO)R(n)(/, A - iO),

(L-iylg(X)  = E(l,X+iO)R(l,X + iO)-E(l,X-iO)R(l,X-iO), Im/#0,

where

k^(u)g(p) 1 dp*<n,(U) = s Í [Al'Hji) - I + k(n>(p)] £<">(/, p + iO)    p-z
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and

R(Z
•A) " s /.' [¿(ju) - I + kip)]     Eil, p + iO)   p-z

But the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem allows us to assert that

limB_00R('°(/,A) = RQ,X), and hence the lemma, and with it the theorem, is

proved, q.e.d.

With this construction of the splitting kernel of L we have succeeded in com-

pletely diagonalizing the operator V of the introduction.

We will, however, explicitly construct the generalized eigenfunctions of V by

computing the £/£, z) which give rise to them. In doing this we call attention to

the existence of a new phenomenon associated with the occurrence of infinite

multiplicity that was excluded by the hypothesis of [1].

The Generalized Eigenfunctions

We turn now to a study of the important function

_,   ,       fir»     Aiu) - v - io - kip)   dp i
0(v,z) = exp(-Jaarg^)_v_.o + fc(/|)   —   .

Since

1        Aip) - v - Í0 - kip)
— arg ~ir-=—rr%,   for fixed v,
a       Aip) - v - iO 4- kip)

is the characteristic function of a bounded measurable set, we may assert that

1   dp¿X)
0(v,z) = l + f X-z '

Where £?pv(A) is a uniquely determined singular(8) measure (i.e. the sum of a

purely discrete measure and a singularly continuous measure) for which

f ,   n,     1    Ç"       Ajp) - v - iO - kjp)
jaäpv(X) = -jaareA(ix)_v_i0 + kMdp.

Now let us consider the poles of the related function

L(V'Z)S1-0(V,Z)'

i.e. the zeros of

dpXX)1 X — z

Lemma.   There is a nonnegative measure dMvip) on the Borel subsets of the

line and a number Av ̂  0 such that, for Imz > 0

(8) The fact that dfty(X) is singular follows from a result on p. 386 of [19].
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d rb dMyjp)

'   dMvip)

furthermore,

I < oo.

Proof.

Im L(v, z) =

14-p2

Im0(v,z)

|l-0(v,z)P

However, \mem= eRet0 sin Im co; hence, the sign of Im L(v,z) is determined by the

sign of

• y Í"
sin —

*    Ja

Aip) — v — ¿O — fe(u) dp
sin —  I    arg

Aip.) - v - iO + k(ii)     ip - X)2 4- y2

when z = x 4- iy. But it is well known that

1    Ja
fa - X)2 + y*dtl=   ess sup|</.(p)|;

hence, we are evaluating the sine of a positive quantity bounded by n, and we

conclude that Im L(v, z) has positive imaginary part in the upper half plane.

Accordingly, we may invole the Poisson representation theorem to assert that

there is a non negative measure dMv(p) on the Borel sets of the real line su ch that

¡-w dMv(p)/(l + p2)< cc and a constant A, = 0 such that for y > 0

T    .,     .       f00       ydMvip)
lmL(V'Z) = Li»-x)2 + y2+A*y-

From this we may conclude, by differentiation with respect to x and then with

respect to y together with the Cauchy-Riemann equations, that

¿L^=r + Ay.      q.e.d.
ip - z)2

As a simple consequence we have the

Lemma. The poles of L(i,z) are real and simple.

But the results of the preceding sections can be used to give a proof of

Lemma.

P(xfi-nt,xïFit,y) f      i_i      i
r*X,y> x-y       \l-0(v,x)      l-0(v,y)j"

Hence, we may write
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P¿x,y)=F(t,x)F(C,y){-m+      I   ̂ jg^g

J.    (p-x)(p-y)j '

where Xj(Ç) denotes thejth pole ofL(v,z). [The ordering is chosen according to the

comment after Theorem 5.] Pj(£) is the positive mass which the measure dM(ip)

assigns to XjiÇ), and dM\ip) is the continuous part ofdM((p).

The last contribution above occurs whenever the spectral point £ has infinite

multiplicity. It occurs because an infinite number of poles XjiÇ) occur in the

finite interval (a, b) and, hence, have a limit point which is an essential singularity

of L(v, z).

The generalized eigenfunctions of L are therefore formed by the jump across

the real axis of the functions

F1«,z)=  Fjj,z) Ftf,z) _   Ffez) ,l2
ÍB,^))1'2     ÍAÍ0)112' iBjiO)112     z-XjíO^ÁC))    '

together with the jumps of {Fi^,z)G^ (£,z)}, when the spectrum has infinite

multiplicity, where

and the existence of such a bilinear decomposition follows from the results of

§3 applied to the positive kernel Qxii,x,y).

Of course, we also note that it is possible to gain a better insight into the structure

of these generalized eigenfunctions by amalgamating both the sequences

{-z^m} «"»{<*?«,*)}

according to the following obvious consequence of the Parseval equality :

Lemma. Let {P|k)(p)} be a complete orthonormal set in L2(dMé(p)). Then

r      dMt(u) r Pf(u) ç PfXM) .__ . ,
7-T7^-\" Z       -dMÂp)     -dMAp).J  ix-p)iy-p)      k  J   p-x        ^'Jp-y      ?

From this result, we immediately deduce that

Lemma. The spectral multiplicity, m(£), is equal to one plus the dimension

ofL2ídM¿pj).

Remark. The measure dMÁ.u) is purely singular.
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We write

hm (MM + Í= í ^u(A + i
n^cc   J ß-Z J        ß-Z

where the measures dM(j'Xp) are determined from the functions ^4(n)(A) and fe(n)(A)

used before, and, thus, the /¿"'(x) are characteristic functions of a disjoint collec-

tion of intervals. The assertion now follows from the cited theorem of Aronszajn

and Donoghue.

It may be appropriate to remark here that exactly the same techniques suffice

to treat the operators L„L2, and Ls. However, in order to treat L2 it is convenient

to take Pt[<MX)liX - x),<j>(X)l(X - y)] instead of P{[1/(A - x), 1/(A - y)] as the

splitting kernel, P((x,y).

With this choice, the second lemma of the present section remains valid, and a

complete theory of the operator L2 is obtained by step by step duplication of the

procedure for the operator L.

Remark. The last lemma immediately allows us to extend the index charac-

terization of multiplicity given for the smooth operators in I (p. 108) as follows

For fixed £ consider the index function of L,

or that of L,

.,    .       1        A(ß) - £ - ¿0 - kin)
«ftp) .-Mg-gjp7—-^

1        A(m)-Z-fO- \k(p)
— arg

Aíp)-í-i0 + \kip)\2-

Consider the set of p's for which the index does not vanish. If that set is a union

of n( disjoint intervals then the multiplicity is equal to n(; otherwise, it is infinite.

In summary, we have explicitly constructed a diagonal representation for the

operators L, L„ Ls, and L2. That is, we have constructed the spectrum of these

operators and direct integral Hubert spaces Jf * characterized in terms of explicitly

computed multiplicity functions, m(Ç), together with the spectral transformations

(and their inverses) mapping L2(a,b) onto J(f* in terms of a sequence of m(£)

integral operators whose kernels are generalized eigenfunctions of our operators.

The theory developed in §§ 1-3 could be properly employed for our singular

integral operators because we know by [14] that these operators have absolutely

continuous spectra.

However, it is not necessary to rely on the cited work and, in fact, it is useful

for many purposes to give the following criterion for absolute continuity of an

operator.
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Theorem 7. The self-adjoint operator L has an absolutely continuous spec-

trum if and only if

j  P¿f,m = \\f\\2   for each fe^.

Proof. By Theorem 3, if / belongs to the domain of the absolutely continuous

part of L

£ p4[/,/K = I ¿<V*/>* = ll/ll2-

To prove the converse implication, let us write H = Z ffi ̂ fkt where there is,

by assumption, at least one kj for which the measure \\Eàkj ||2 is not absolutely

continuous. Then if we let P¡ denote the orthogonal projection of H onto 5fi while

y¡ denotes the diagonalizing transformation of L on 3#¡ whose existence is given

by the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators (and which is explicitly con-

structed in Theorem 1 when |£Afcj||2 is absolutely continuous), we will have

(using the Hubert resolvent identity)

PiiP,f, PJ) = Hm ̂ -((L - t - in) - 1PJ,(L-Ç- in)'l PJ)
,10     »

=   ¿J1™   Í   (v       /    in~,      f\in\^iM)^ñE)dpm,2™  nioJa(v-ç-in    v-ç + tn)

•where p¡(A) = |£Afc¡||2. This relation implies that PÁP¡f,Pjf) = 0 a.a. <^ecr(L),

and the theorem is therefore proved since PÁ.f,f) = Z¡P,;(P,/,P;0-

If we specialize to the operator L we obtain, using the Cauchy residue theorem

with C a sufficiently large circle enclosing the spectrum of L

Jo(D z Jc        x — y

- f. L**'** (¡rb ¡rb) *
. fw_!-!_*. (_*-._»_)

JB p-xp-y \p- x    p- y/Ll(k).

As a final remark, we point out that the cited work of Putnam together with

the Kato-Kuroda-Rosenblum perturbation theorem allows us to apply the results

developed here to certain situations in which the range of the commutator [[/, V]

is infinite dimensional.
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